IN-SITU MONITORING OF WATER INFILTRATION RECHARGE IN LARGE DEPTH IRRIGATION AREA UNDER PLANTING CONDITIONS
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Abstract. To explore the recharge characteristics of soil water infiltration in the large buried irrigation system, in-situ monitoring tests were performed at the Comprehensive Agricultural Experiment Station in the pre-mountain area of the North China Plain. The agro-meteorological monitoring system was used to monitor meteorological elements such as precipitation and evaporation in the irrigation area, and the water content and water potential of typical soil profiles were measured in-situ using the neutron probe and negative pressure meter. The groundwater level was monitored using a groundwater level recorder. The study analyzed the water infiltration process in different growth stages of crops and elucidated water dynamics under heavy precipitation conditions. Therefore, the multi-year water balance of the study area was determined by defining the potential infiltration recharge boundary. The results showed that the types of soil water movement at different growth stages differed significantly, while the water potential profile showed the same trend on the time scale. The effect of rainfall on soil water transport has a lagging effect, with precipitation greater than 10 mm recharging soil water to a certain extent. The main sources of water recharge for the large buried soil layer under planting conditions were rainfall (55.68%) and irrigation (44.32%) and the main source of discharge was evapotranspiration (97.89%), with very little recharge (2.11%) to groundwater. These findings identified the characteristics of water circulation in irrigation areas with large burial depths.
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Introduction

The groundwater level has been declining due to the severe overdraft in the North China Plain, resulting in a serious imbalance in groundwater recharge and discharge and triggering geological problems such as the formation of a large cone of groundwater depression and the downward shift of the salt and freshwater interface (Lu et al., 2021). These significant changes in groundwater recharge and discharge, especially in the North China irrigation area, result in substantial inconsistencies in agricultural water supply and demand. Scholars have observed that understanding the soil water supply, water dynamic evolution mechanisms, soil nutrient and pollution transport processes, and regional water resource potential characteristics are essential to address water shortage issues in the agricultural areas of the North China Plain (Adhikari and Wang, 2020; Kassaye et al., 2019). However, the dynamic evolutionary pattern of soil water infiltration recharge, which is the core of the above-mentioned problem, remains unclear (Jia et al., 2019), particularly under human cropping conditions when the process is more complex.
The soil water infiltration process is affected by various factors such as rainfall conditions, soil properties, crop coverage, and soil depth (Huang et al., 2021; Kamal et al., 2021). Soil water movement can be classified into four basic types: evaporation, infiltration, evaporation-infiltration, and infiltration-evaporation (Han et al., 2005). The analysis of soil water transport patterns is an important guide for water resource management in the North China Plains (Pereira et al., 2020). Pei et al. (2020) used a water cycle simulation of field experiments in large groundwater depth areas to quantify groundwater recharge and phreatic water supply. Zhang et al. (2020) and Pullens et al. (2021) studied the characteristics of soil water migration during the crop growth period by establishing a coupling model between hydrology and crop growth. Understanding the process of farmland water infiltration is essential for developing scientifically sound irrigation systems, planning and management of agricultural water resources, water-saving practices, and environmental assessment in major agricultural producing areas. Precipitation and irrigation are the primary sources of agricultural water recharge. The water content of the soil layer changes in a certain pattern because of external factors such as precipitation and irrigation, which affects the water absorption pattern, growth condition, distribution pattern of crops, and groundwater level (Zhang et al., 2007). The evolutionary mechanism of soil water movement after rainfall provides some guidance for crop irrigation mechanisms (Joly et al., 2019; Ayantobo et al., 2019). Researchers have experimentally verified that soil water transport has a certain lag after heavy precipitation (Kristo et al., 2019; Dias et al., 2021). Vermeire and Rinella (2020) studied the effects of seasonal rainfall on soil moisture and annual net primary production in a variety of plant combinations and observed that rainfall had no significant effect on soil moisture at 15–30 cm depth. Previous studies have scientifically evaluated soil water infiltration and soil-water environment dynamics in agricultural soils, which provide a foundation for this study (Xiao et al., 2021; Muhammad et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2021). However, the recharge characteristics of potential soil water infiltration under deep groundwater burial conditions and the influence of long-term precipitation were not considered, it is difficult to study the water regulation in the agricultural irrigation area of the deep vadose zone in North China that exhibits a large funnel area.

In this study, the Luancheng Agro-Ecosystem Experimental Station of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (32–48 m groundwater depth) was selected to conduct in-situ monitoring experiments for three consecutive years under summer maize and winter wheat. By observing the recharge characteristics of soil water under crop growth conditions, multiple growth stages and time scales, exploring the characteristics of precipitation impact in irrigation areas, defining the potential groundwater infiltration boundary to calculate the potential groundwater infiltration recharge in irrigation areas, and exploring the water balance characteristics of irrigation areas. It can provide reference indicators for the development of irrigation systems for farmland in the groundwater overdraft area of the North China Plain.

Materials and methods

Overview of the study area

The research site is located in Luancheng County, Shijiazhuang City (114°40′58″N, 37°53′16″E) in the middle of the piedmont Taihang Mountains in the North China plain. With a total area of 345 km² and 214 km² of arable land, this region is one of the main grain-producing regions in China (Fig. 1). The main crops of Winter Wheat and Summer Maize
are rotated (Hu et al., 2021, 2006; Shen et al., 2021) and planted every year in an area of 164 km$^2$ and 127 km$^2$, respectively, and the annual output is sufficient to supply the local area and export. The tillage method in this study is tillage cultivation. It has a sub-humid climate in the warm temperate zone, with an annual mean temperature of 12.8 °C and annual precipitation of 474.0 mm. The thickness of the vadose zone goes up to 30 m, and the infiltration of rainfall and irrigation water recharges the groundwater all year round (Wei et al., 2017; Ju et al., 2016). The dynamics of shallow soil water are less affected by the dynamics of the groundwater level. The main focus of the study was the soil water dynamics in the unsaturated zone above 3.4 m. The soil was mainly composed of clay, silt, fine sand, and medium sand. The study area is located on an alluvial fan in front of the Taihang Mountains. The groundwater recharge, runoff, and drainage conditions were good. The general runoff direction is from northwest to southeast and from shallow to deep runoff.

Figure 1. Contour and regional location map of the study area (the experimental site is located in the Taihang Mountain Front Plain, within the Agricultural Experimental Station of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Luancheng County, Shijiazhuang City, Hebei Province, China)

Data

In-situ monitoring

The research site was equipped with monitoring systems that included negative pressure meters and neutron probes for monitoring soil water potential, groundwater level, and meteorological factors at the site. The neutron probes were calibrated in layers before the start of the test. Each monitoring system had 20 negative pressure meters and 20 neutron probes buried at depths of up to 340 cm. One negative pressure meter and one neutron probe were installed every 10 cm within the first 100 cm of depth, every 20 cm between 100–260 cm of depth, and every 40 cm between 260–340 cm of depth. The installation method was a buried oblique plug type. The Diver groundwater level recorder was used to monitor the changes in the groundwater level at the test site. In addition, there was a standard weather
station approximately 50 m away from the test field, which monitors rainfall, evaporation, and other parameters. The irrigation amount was determined according to the actual irrigation amount recorded by the field water meter. The irrigation method was broad irrigation. Some meteorological monitoring data in continuous monitoring years are shown in Figure 2, in which the E20 evaporator measures the water surface evaporation. Other meteorological data needed in the study are provided by the National Tibetan Plateau Data Center (http://data.tpdc.ac.cn), mainly for daily maximum temperature, daily minimum temperature, daily average temperature, wind speed and sunshine hours.

Field monitoring was carried out in three stages, with each stage lasting one year, from 2005-2007. The data on soil suction and moisture content were collected during the growth period of wheat and maize for three consecutive years. Monitoring frequencies are shown in Table 1. Precipitation or irrigation during the monitoring intensified the observations. Generally, the data were collected once in the first hour and then every 2–4 h, and the time interval was gradually extended until the regular observation time was restored.

Table 1. Monitoring items, instrumentation and frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring program</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Monitoring frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater level</td>
<td>Groundwater level automatic monitor Diver</td>
<td>Every 5 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture content</td>
<td>CNC503DR Neutron Probe</td>
<td>Every 3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil water potential</td>
<td>WM-1 mercury type negative pressure gauge system</td>
<td>Every 3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorological data (rainfall, evaporation, etc.)</td>
<td>Rain gauge, E20 evaporator, etc.</td>
<td>Everyday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods

(1) Soil water potential measurements

A negative pressure meter is suitable for measuring soil moisture in irrigated farmlands and soils with high moisture content when used with a soil moisture meter. However, studying the soil water movement mechanism is essential for the development of an instrument. In this study, the soil water potential measurement was based on the reading of the mercury manometer, which can be derived from the negative soil pressure. As shown in Equation 1 (Li et al., 2014):

$$\Psi_m = -12.6H_1 + 13.6H_0 - H_a + Z$$

(Eq.1)

where $\Psi_m$ is the negative soil pressure; $H_1$ is the height of the mercury level in the negative pressure meter; $H_0$ is the height of the mercury level in the mercury meter; $H_a$ is the distance between the zero scales of the observation plate and the ground surface; and $Z$ is the vertical distance between the center position of the clay head and the ground surface. The negative pressure meter $H_a$ of the test point in this study is 133.5 cm.

The soil water potential was calculated using the observation data of the negative pressure meter to obtain the distribution curve of the soil water potential and subsequently determine the zero-flux surface. The zero-flux surface was used to analyze the soil water characteristics under different conditions and explore the effects of precipitation, irrigation infiltration, evaporation, and plant root water absorption on soil water movement.

(2) Potential infiltration recharge of groundwater

The maximum depth associated with zero flux downward development in the North China Plain can be evaluated in areas with substantial water level burial depth. Calculating the water flux of a specific boundary in the slowly changing gradient zone of soil water potential below the deepest zero flux surface, together with the soil water flux of that boundary, is equivalent to determining the vertical infiltration recharge of precipitation or irrigation water. The calculation of soil water flux $Q$ at the location boundary $Z$ must match with the water potential data near the location boundary $Z$ and measure the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity $K(\theta)$ or $K(\Psi_m)$. First, according to the soil water potential data, the calculated period was divided into $n$ hours, and the soil water flux at the positioning boundary in each hour was calculated using Darcy’s law. Then, the soil water flux for each hour was aggregated to obtain the soil water quantity passing through the positioning boundary in the calculation period (Jing et al., 1994). As shown in Equation 2.

$$Q_{(Z)} = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} K(\theta_i) \cdot \left(\frac{\Delta \Psi}{\Delta z}\right) \cdot (\Delta t), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$

(Eq.2)

where $Q_{(Z)}$ is the amount of soil water passing from the localized boundary $Z$; $\theta_i$ and $\frac{\Delta \Psi}{\Delta z}$ are the average soil water content and average soil water potential gradient at the
positioning boundary $Z$ in the $i$th period, respectively; $K(\theta_i)$ is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity when the average value of soil water content is in the $i$th time period; and $(\Delta t_i)$ is the $i$th hourly period.

The key to calculating the infiltration recharge using this method is the determination of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity $K(\theta_i)$. The zero flux plane method was used to determine the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity $K(\theta)$ of the soil using Darcy’s law, as shown in Equation 3.

$$q(z) = -K(\theta) \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial z} \text{ or } q(z) = -K(\psi_m) \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial z} \quad \text{(Eq. 3)}$$

This equation can be rearranged as:

$$K(\theta) = -q(z) / \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial z} \text{ or } K(\psi_m) = -q(z) / \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial z} \quad \text{(Eq. 4)}$$

where $\theta$, $\psi$, and $\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial z}$ are the average values of soil water content, matric potential, and soil water potential gradient at the positioning boundary $Z$ from time period $t_1$ to $t_2$, respectively. During the effective period of the zero-flux surface, the position $z_0(t_1)$ and $z_0(t_2)$ of the ZFP can be determined by the water content and water potential distribution at $t_1$ and $t_2$. The ZFP method was used to calculate the water quantity $D$ at $Z$ from $t_1$ to $t_2$. $D = \int_{z_1}^{z_2} \theta(z,t) \, dz - \int_{z_1}^{z_2} \theta(z,t_2) \, dz$. The soil water flux was obtained from the equation $q(z) = D / \Delta t(t_1 - t_2)$. The value of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity was derived based on Equation 4.

(3) Evapotranspiration

Rooting depths range from 0 to 200 cm for maize and 0 to 60 cm for wheat (Ordóñez et al., 2018; Li et al., 2022). Considering the different cropping patterns in the monitoring year, the evapotranspiration ET for the different cropping patterns is divided into evapotranspiration from the crop and evaporation from the soil in the no-crop period. Crop transpiration under standard conditions is calculated using Equation 5.

$$ET_c = ET_0 \times K_c \quad \text{(Eq. 5)}$$

where: $ET_c$ is the crop transpiration (mm/d); $ET_0$ is the reference crop transpiration (mm/d); $K_{c_{\text{end}}}$ is the crop coefficient, determined according to the FAO56 recommended crop coefficient (Allen et al., 1998). The crop coefficients were divided into initial growth period $K_{c_{\text{ini}}}$, middle growth period $K_{c_{\text{mid}}}$ and maturity period $K_{c_{\text{end}}}$, where the growth coefficients were 0.3, 1.2 and 0.4 for maize and 0.4, 1.15 and 0.3 for wheat.
The daily evapotranspiration of the reference crop was calculated using the Penman-Monteith Equation 6.

\[ ET_0 = \frac{0.408\Delta (R_n - G) + r \frac{900}{T + 273} u_z (e_s - e_a)}{\Delta + r(1 + 0.34u_z)} \]  
(Eq.6)

where \( R_n \) is the net radiation of canopy surface (MJ/(m\(^2\)·d)); \( G \) is soil heat flux (MJ/(m\(^2\)·d)); \( \Delta \) is the slope of the relationship curve between saturated water vapor pressure and air temperature (kPa/°C); \( T \) is the mean daily temperature (°C) at 2 m; \( r \) is a constant of the hygrometer (kPa/°C); \( u_z \) is a hygrometer constant (kPa/°C); \( e_s \) is saturated water pressure (kPa); \( e_a \) is the actual water pressure (kPa).

The E20 evaporator dish in the study measured the evaporation from the water surface, and the \( ET_s \) of evaporation from the soil surface can be found by converting Equation 7.

\[ ET_s = \alpha \times E_{20} \]  
(Eq.7)

where \( ET_s \) is the Soil surface evaporation (mm*a-1); \( \alpha \) is an empirical coefficient, here taken as 0.54 (Wang et al., 2005); \( E_{20} \) is the E20 evaporator reading (mm*a-1).

(4) Water balance

The water balance method involves the systematic use of meteorological, plant growth, and farmland irrigation data. The infiltration recharge (Q) of soil water from the surface to the soil, without considering lateral runoff, can be estimated with the help of Equation 8 (Li et al., 2017).

\[ Q = P + I - E_T - \Delta W \]  
(Eq.8)

where \( E_T \) is the evapotranspiration (mm*a-1); \( E_{20} \) is the E20 evaporator reading (mm*a-1); \( Q \) is the soil moisture flux at the locus boundary (mm; positive upward and negative downward); \( P \) is the rainfall (mm); \( I \) is the irrigation (mm); \( E_T \) is the evapotranspiration (mm), including soil surface evaporation and crop transpiration; and \( \Delta W \) is the soil water storage variable (negative for the increase and positive for decrease), which can be determined by measuring the water content distribution in the soil profile.

Results

Soil moisture movement under planting conditions

Water infiltration pattern during the complete crop growth period

The soil water potential at different depths during the crop growth period was analyzed and its variation with time was plotted (Fig. 3). By comparing the soil
moisture movement curves and rainfall at different depths during the complete growth
period of maize (Fig. 3a, b, and c) and wheat (Fig. 3e, f, and g), it was observed that
the distribution of water potential in the soil has noticeable zoning characteristics. The
shallow soil (0–100 cm), which is a zone that exhibits a significant change in soil water
potential, is susceptible to rainfall infiltration recharge, evaporation, and transpiration.
The downward movement of soil water to the lower layers of soil is caused by
precipitation and irrigation. Moreover, the upward movement of water, which has been
generally used for crop growth or to recharge the atmosphere, is caused by evaporation,
transpiration, root water uptake, and other functions. The soil layer between 100–
200 cm depth, which represents the lag zone of soil water potential change, is affected
by external influences and causes a change in the soil water movement state. Based on
the change in soil water movement during the growth period of maize, it was observed
that the changing trend of soil water potential gradually slowed over time, and the
overall trend of water movement was stable. However, the water potential during the
wheat growth period was stable up to 175 days and changed significantly after
175 days, indicating that the change in soil moisture movement was lagging by external
factors during this period. The soil layer between 200–300 cm depth, which represents
the zone that exhibits a stable soil water potential change, was less affected by external
precipitation and evaporation; the soil water potential and water movement were
relatively stable. The soil layer below the depth of 300 cm, which is a zone exhibiting
deep soil water movement, was not affected by external factors such as precipitation
and irrigation; however, the soil water potential changed significantly with time. The
reason for this phenomenon may be the groundwater level or the effect of the dominant
flow of large channels.
Figure 3. Soil water movement at different depths during the complete growth period of maize and wheat. a, b, and c are the changes of soil water movement at different depths of maize; e, f, g are the changes of soil water movement at different depths of wheat.
Variation characteristics of soil water infiltration changes at different crop growth stages

In this study, we selected water potential change curves of two crops during their growth period (summer maize and winter wheat) to explore the soil water transport patterns in the study area. Subsequently, the second stage of the growth period of maize and wheat was selected for the study. Furthermore, the growth period of summer maize was divided into emergence, jointing, flaring, booting, and maturation stages. It was observed that the soil water potential of summer maize varies significantly at different growth stages (Fig. 4a). The soil water movement at the emergence and jointing stages was the evaporation-infiltration type, which may be affected by rainfall or irrigation. There is a polymeric zero-flux surface at 80–100 cm depths. The variation trend of the soil water potential was stable. The peak of the emergence stage was noted at a burial depth of 80 cm when the soil water potential reached -527.48 cm. The peak water potential at the same depth of the jointing stage was -107.96 cm, and the overall upward movement of soil moisture may be accounted for by the strong evaporation and high water demand at the early growth stage; thus, soil moisture was more affected.

The water potential difference at different depth ranges in the middle and later stages of maize growth narrowed under the influence of precipitation, evaporation, and other external conditions, and the trend of soil water potential change showed a relative flatness. There were several small zero-flux surfaces in the flaring stage, the soil water movement type was mainly evaporation-infiltration type, and soil water moved downward to supply the soil layer. The soil water potential was minimal at a depth of 140 cm during the emergence and jointing stages, and the water showed a trend of downward infiltration. The variation in soil water potential during the booting and maturation stages was relatively lower, and the soil water movement type was mainly of the infiltration type, with the zero-flux surface being positioned between 100–120 cm depth. The overall water potential gradually increased with an increase in the burial depth of the profile, and the overall soil water was in a downward movement state; however, at shallow depths, the soil water exhibited an upward movement.

The growth period of winter wheat was divided into emergence, overwintering, returning green, jointing, filling, and maturation stages. It can be seen from Figure 4b that the characteristics of the total water potential curves in the soil profile at each growth stage of wheat. The evaporation intensity was low during the emergence, overwintering, and returning green stages because of lower temperatures and rainfall in winter and early spring, and the soil water movement type of the three curves is the evaporation-infiltration type. The water potential was clearly inflected at a burial depth of 260 cm when soil moisture was recharged downward to groundwater. At the emergence and overwintering stages, the location of the zero-flux surface was at a burial depth of 80–100 cm. Small polymeric zero-flux surfaces existed near the ground during the returning green period. This phenomenon is observed due to the snow cover on the surface in winter, which melts in the warm weather and reduces the evapotranspiration; therefore, the soil moisture infiltrates downward near the surface. The soil water potential changes significantly during the jointing, filling, and maturation stages, and the soil water movement type is mainly infiltration. In the jointing period, there is a very large value at a burial depth of 50 cm, which is the location of the dispersion-type zero-flux surface where the upper part evaporates and
the lower part infiltrates; there is a high soil water potential point in the middle. At the filling and maturation stages, there is a very small value of soil water potential near the surface, and there is a polymeric type zero flux surface, which may be influenced by irrigation.

By analyzing the changes in the type of water movement during the crop growing period, it was shown that precipitation, irrigation, evaporation, and plant root uptake had significant effects on the type of soil water movement. During the growing period of summer corn, precipitation and irrigation were greater, evaporation was more intense, crop water demand was large, root uptake was stronger, and soil water movement was more complex. During the growth period of winter wheat, owing to the low temperature and low precipitation, soil water evaporation and root water absorption capability are weak. The soil moisture in the middle and late growth periods of wheat moves downward with the warming of temperature, which is affected by precipitation and irrigation.

Soil profile water transport variation rules on time scale

To demonstrate the trend of soil water potential overtime during the crop growth period, we selected three years of comparative soil water potential movement before and after the same growth stage of maize, with three growth stages: emergence, flaring, and maturation. From the soil water potential profile (Fig. 5), it was observed that the soil water potential of maize in the emergence stage (Fig. 5a) changed more significantly, and the type of soil water movement was complex for three consecutive years. The water potential of maize at the emergence stage showed multiple changes within the burial depth of 80–160 cm, which was significantly influenced by external factors such as precipitation, irrigation, and root water uptake. At the flaring stage (Fig. 5b), the soil water potential changes more gently. The soil water movement type is simple and stable for three consecutive years, showing an evaporation-based movement state. At the maturation stage (Fig. 5c), the soil water potential showed an inflection point, and the soil water potential was similar in the second and third years, and was significantly lower in the first year. This shows that the soil water content was significantly lower in the first year of maize maturity when the soil was subject to strong evaporation or less rainfall and other factors, as compared to that in the remaining two years. However, the trend of soil water potential change was stable, and the water movement basically showed an upward movement of soil water in the upper soil layer and a downward movement of soil water in the lower soil layer.

This research mainly studied the second year of the complete maize growth period, and conducted a correlation analysis of the soil water potential in the same growth period before and after two years of the study year. Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall correlation tests were used to verify the correlation. It was found that the soil water potential of maize in the study year at the emergence stage was not correlated with the two years before and after. This may verify the fact that the soil water potential is influenced by external factors such as irrigation and root water uptake during the emergence stage, and that the water movement is more complex and has no regularity. The study year of soil water potential at the flaring and maturation stages showed a significant correlation (P > 0.01) with the two years before and after the study year, which indicated that the trend of soil water potential change state in three consecutive years was similar. The analysis shows that at the early stage of crop growth, the soil
water movement state is susceptible to external factors and the soil water movement type is complex. The soil water potential is gradually stabilized as the crop growth period progresses, or due to the stability of crop water demand or other factors; the trend of water potential changes in each growth period is primarily the same. The water potential level is easily affected by external factors such as rainfall and irrigation.

**Figure 4.** Water potential migration trends of summer maize and winter wheat in different growth stages
Wang et al.: In-situ monitoring of water infiltration recharge in large depth irrigation area under planting conditions

Response of soil moisture movement to precipitation

The above section avoided the time points of precipitation and irrigation when discussing the types of soil moisture movement during the growth period of two crops. This section focuses on the effect of precipitation on soil water movement. A precipitation amount of 52.1 mm was selected to evaluate the effect of precipitation on soil moisture movement by analyzing the change in soil moisture movement type before and after precipitation in the study area.

*Figure 6* shows a comparison of the total water potential curves of the soil profile before and after precipitation in the study area. The tendency of soil water movement was the same on day 5 and day 10, and it was considered that the effective impact depth of this precipitation reached 140 cm and the active impact time was 10 days. Therefore, only the movement state changes in soil moisture above 140 cm were discussed. It can be seen from the analysis that the soil water movement above 80 cm is complex and variable in the 5 days before precipitation, which is affected by evaporation and root water uptake, and the soil water movement type is mainly evaporation-infiltration type.
From the day of precipitation to 7 h after precipitation to 1 day after precipitation, a polymeric zero flux surface is formed at 60–100 cm near the surface, and the soil water movement type is infiltration-evaporation-infiltration. After 5 days of precipitation, the aggregated zero flux surface disappeared and the soil moisture movement type gradually turned into an infiltration type. The soil moisture movement type gradually returned to the evaporation-infiltration type after 20 days of precipitation.

The statistical analysis of precipitation intensity in the study area from the beginning of April to the end of October was carried out according to the classification criteria of precipitation intensity issued by the National Meteorological Administration. Among the 35 precipitation days, the frequency of light rainfall of 0.1–9.9 mm (27 times) accounted for 77.1%, medium rainfall of 10.0–24.9 mm (five times) accounted for 14.3%, heavy rainfall of more than 25.0–49.9 mm (one time) accounted for 3%, and the frequency of heavy rainfall of more than 50 mm (two times) accounted for 6% of the total rainfall. Therefore, the precipitation in the test area was primarily light rainfall. To reduce the influence of early precipitation on the soil water potential, only the first day of precipitation was considered in this study for precipitation events on consecutive days, and the influence of eight precipitation events on the soil water potential was analyzed.

The variation in soil water potential values (averaged across soil layers) on the 2nd day after precipitation relative to the previous precipitation is shown in Figure 7. The impact of soil water potential during a single strong rainfall event reached a depth of 140 cm; there were three precipitation events of less than 10 mm, and the soil water potential varied between 0 and 10 cm. It can be seen that precipitation of less than 10 mm had no significant effect on the soil water potential, which is consumed by the evapotranspiration of the surface soil, while precipitation greater than 10 mm increased the soil water potential. The water potential increased further with greater precipitation.
Potential groundwater recharge

The distribution of the soil profile water potential in the test plots during the study period is shown in Figure 4. The soil water potential near the surface is affected by precipitation, irrigation, and evaporation; therefore, it changes significantly. The soil water potential gradient difference is large and the direction of water flow also changes frequently, owing to the zone where the soil water potential gradient changed significantly. In this study, the upper boundary of this zone is the surface and the lower boundary can reach the maximum depth (180 cm) at which the dispersive zero-flux surface develops a downward trend for many years or at least for the entire study period. The soil water potential below the profile is less affected by precipitation, irrigation, and evaporation; therefore, it changes slowly. The difference in the soil water potential gradient is small and the direction of water flow is always downward, owing to the zone where the soil water potential gradient changed slightly. Based on the above principles, the location of the boundary was chosen at a depth of 200 cm from the surface below the deepest zero flux surface, where the direction of soil water movement is always downward; thus, the water flow through this boundary is equivalent to the potential infiltration recharge of precipitation or irrigation water (Wu et al., 2012).

Figure 8 shows the soil water fluxes at 200 cm from the location boundary calculated using Equations 3, 4, and 5, and demonstrates that the infiltration recharge has a certain relationship with precipitation and irrigation. The infiltration recharge was also large at the time of large precipitation and irrigation volume, but with a certain lag effect, indicating that root leakage still existed under the irrigation quota at that time. It is necessary to alleviate the irrigation quota to reduce deep leakage and improve the utilization efficiency of irrigation water. The infiltration recharge in the absence of rainfall or irrigation is small and it shows irregular fluctuations, which is related to the redistribution of soil moisture after precipitation or irrigation and has some influence on the length of the calculation period.
Wang et al.: In-situ monitoring of water infiltration recharge in large depth irrigation area under planting conditions
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Water balance analysis in the study area

The main infiltration recharge in the study area comes from atmospheric precipitation and irrigation infiltration, and the main water consumption is sourced from surface evaporation and transpiration of crops (without considering the influence of runoff conditions). The North China Plain is an arid and semi-arid area with strong evaporation. The annual evapotranspiration for successive monitoring years can be seen in Figure 9, with evapotranspiration being highest in the no-crop period before maize planting, up to 9 mm, due to rainfall and cropping patterns. Transpiration is more intense in the middle and late stages of development in wheat and in the rapid growth stage in maize. The results of the water balance calculations show that the main sources of water recharge to the soil layer in the study area were precipitation (55.68%) and irrigation (44.32%), and the main source of discharge was evapotranspiration (97.89%) (Table 2). A few sources (2.11%) are used for groundwater recharge, and some are stored in the soil layer. Table 2 shows that total evapotranspiration during the reproductive period is wheat > maize > fallow, with wheat requiring more irrigation water. The infiltration recharge is positive in all three years, indicating that the downward infiltration acts as a recharge to groundwater. The soil water in the basin showed a negative equilibrium in the full equilibrium period, indicating that irrigation infiltration recharge does not compensate for evapotranspiration during the continuous monitoring years, and that irrigation practices in the study area are causing some waste.

Discussion

The type of soil moisture movement varies significantly at different growth stages of the crop. In this study, soil moisture dynamics were found to show some regular changes in the profile, which is consistent with the research findings of Tian (2017). The state of change of the water potential is similar to continuous annual monitoring
and can be accurately analyzed by identifying the location of the zero flux surface and the type of soil moisture movement in the study area (Lin et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017). Many external factors affect soil moisture dynamics, such as meteorological factors (Sahaa et al., 2020), precipitation (Zhang et al., 2019a), crop type (Yetbarek et al., 2020), and depth of the buried water table (Zhang et al., 2019b). Jiang et al. (2021) analyzed the response of soil water potential to atmospheric precipitation in grasslands from April to October; they observed that precipitation affected soil water potential and increased continuously with rainfall, which is by the conclusion of the present study. After studying the effects of single heavy rainfall and multiple precipitation events on soil water potential, this paper finds that precipitation greater than 10 mm recharges soil water to some extent. The effect of rainfall on soil water transport has a lagging effect, its soil water movement type basically shows a cyclic change characteristic. However, the process of water redistribution in soil and its influence on deep soil water after rainfall is more complicated, and long-term monitoring is needed to elucidate the influence of different rainfall patterns and vegetation root distribution on soil layers at different depths.

Table 2. Calculation of water balance in the study area (mm*a⁻¹)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Crop types</th>
<th>Replenishment</th>
<th>Discharge</th>
<th>Storage variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precipitation P/(mm*a⁻¹)</td>
<td>Irrigation I/(mm*a⁻¹)</td>
<td>Evapotranspiration E_T/(mm*a⁻¹)</td>
<td>Infiltration recharge Q/(mm*a⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First year</td>
<td>Summer maize</td>
<td>305.6</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>291.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter wheat</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>519.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No crops</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second year</td>
<td>Summer maize</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>284.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter wheat</td>
<td>131.2</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>503.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No crops</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third year</td>
<td>Summer maize</td>
<td>172.9</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter wheat</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>515.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No crops</td>
<td>130.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total/mm</td>
<td>1307.8</td>
<td>1041</td>
<td>2762</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>55.68%</td>
<td>44.32%</td>
<td>97.89%</td>
<td>2.11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evapotranspiration is an important element in the soil-plant-atmosphere system and plays a vital role in crop growth and development (Bakhshoodeh et al., 2022; Nyawade et al., 2021). Many factors affect the evapotranspiration of crops, including meteorological factors (radiation, sunshine duration, temperature, saturation water-air pressure difference, wind speed, etc.), crop factors (plant height, leaf area, etc.) and soil factors (soil temperature, soil moisture, etc.). The transpiration in this study ranged from 284.5 to 291.8 mm for maize, 503.3 to 519.1 mm for wheat, and 82 to 139.7 mm for soil surface evaporation during the no-crop period. The evapotranspiration of summer maize under different water supply conditions was found to be 285.51-334.18 mm by Yu (2016), which is similar to the conclusions of the study. Irrigation and precipitation were the main sources of water consumed for evapotranspiration in the study area. However, due to the arid climate of the North China Plain, irrigation and rainfall were not sufficient to meet the evapotranspiration demand in a continuous monitoring year. Therefore, the farm management practices and irrigation patterns in the irrigation area were not reasonable.
The irrigation method used in the irrigation area is heavy irrigation, which can reach 240 mm in the winter wheat crop. The crude irrigation methods had resulted in a significant waste of water, thus affecting the water balance in large buried irrigation areas. The amount of infiltration recharge from precipitation and irrigation in the irrigation area did not compensate for the evapotranspiration discharge. The soil had a negative water storage capacity, but there was a certain amount of vertical infiltration recharge. This indicates that under current irrigation practices, soil water is not being used efficiently and is being wasted, which is one of the reasons for the constant decline in groundwater levels (Cheng et al., 2021). It is still difficult to determine potential infiltration recharge in large buried areas with severe groundwater overdrafts. Kendy et

Figure 9. Annual evapotranspiration for consecutive monitoring years
al. (2004) and Wang et al. (2010) confirmed the existence of vertical recharge in irrigated farmland areas using experiments and numerical simulations to address the question of whether there is vertical recharge on the surface of farmland areas with a large burial depth of groundwater in the North China Plain. According to the above-mentioned research, the upper boundary of the stable zone of soil water potential change at a depth of 200 cm is used as the infiltration boundary of potential infiltration recharge, and finds that there is a certain amount of vertical infiltration recharge of precipitation or irrigation water in the typical irrigation areas of the North China Plain with large depth of burial, but due to the influence of the monitoring depth, this conclusion needs to be verified at a deeper level. However, the conclusion needs to be verified at a deeper level due to the limitation of the monitoring depth.

Conclusion

(1) The distribution of water potential in the soil has obvious zoning characteristics. Shallow soil (0–100 cm) is a strong change in the soil water potential zone, which is vulnerable to rainfall infiltration recharge, evaporation, plant transpiration, and other effects. The soil between 100–200 cm depth was the lagging zone of soil water potential change, and the soil layer was affected by external factors causing changes in the soil water movement state. The soil at the depth of 200–300 cm was the stable zone of soil water potential change, and the soil layer was less affected by precipitation and evaporation. The soil water potential and the soil water movement were relatively stable. The soil layer below 300 cm is called the deep soil water movement zone, which is not affected by external factors such as precipitation and irrigation. However, the soil water potential changes with time and the reason for this phenomenon may be the groundwater level or the effect of the dominant flow of large channels. There were significant differences in the soil water infiltration status of crops at different growth stages. During the growing period of summer maize, soil water potential trends change significantly and soil water movement becomes more complex and is greatly affected by precipitation; there are generally multiple zero flux surfaces, and the zero-flux surface also decreases as the growing period progresses. The variation trend of soil water potential within the growth period of winter wheat becomes increasingly significant with the warming of weather. The zero-flux surface is easily formed near the ground under the influence of precipitation and irrigation, and the soil movement is mainly dominated by infiltration at the jointing, filling, and maturation stages.

(2) Precipitation greater than 10 mm recharges soil water to some extent. The soil moisture type gradually changes from evaporation-infiltration type before precipitation to infiltration-evaporation-infiltration type at the initial stage of precipitation; it then changes to infiltration type after precipitation, and finally reverts to evaporation-infiltration type after a longer period after precipitation, thus forming a complete cycle. Moreover, during the response of the soil water movement state to precipitation, the position of the zero-flux surface gradually moves down and returns to the position of the zero-flux surface before precipitation, and finally forms the infiltrated soil water state.

(3) In the study on the potential recharge of soil water in the area with a large burial depth of groundwater, the upper boundary of 200 cm of the zone exhibiting a stable soil water potential change was used to study the infiltration recharge of soil water in
Luancheng area. It was found that the infiltration recharge was related to rainfall and irrigation; that is, it increases with a rise in rainfall and irrigation, but it has a certain lag effect.

(4) The main recharge sources of soil moisture in the irrigation area were precipitation (55.68%) and irrigation (44.32%), and the main discharge source was evapotranspiration (98.89%). A few sources (2.11%) were used for groundwater recharge, and the soil water in the basin showed a negative equilibrium in the full equilibrium period.
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